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EVOLUTION

On this subject I would like to deal with four aspects, and the first aspect

.1 think is extremely important, but I will not take a great deal of time on it.

The fourth one is very important, but I don't know so much about it to take a

great deal of time on it. The second and the third aspects I think are of real

interest but I don't want to tire you out. But we'll speak about the first, and

then I'll just say a few words about the other two, Now, the first aspect is

a matter of tremenduous importance. I fear that inmost of our churches and

44dfr
the scientific world, about a third to a half of the time bkctt l spen8.beeatrse'

~Jofj~iai~lureto get definitions clearly in mind, and I don't know of any case

where this is more true than An this matter of evolution. A young man said to

me some years ago, "How can anybody have any question about the fact of

evolution. Why, anybody can see the evolution of a boy into a man." And

of course, that is true. You take a child and you take an old grand-father, / /

and it's hard to ever realize that the grand ',father was the first one , they are 7
/

so utterly different, and different in so many ways. And of course to take a

much more striking illusttation than than, take a little egg that hatches out into

a caterpillar, and that caterpillar crawls around on the ground, and after awhile

it goes into sort of a coma for awhile, and then out of the shell comes a little

beautiful butterfly, and if we didn't know that fact; if you told somebody this

butterfly and this caterpillar are the same thing, they would think it was utterly

preposterous That is to say, change and developntent is a fact in the life of

\ \ everyone of us, and it is a fact in the life of evy kind of plant and animal

\ \ and the life of civilization changes. I have ardiaid that if George Washington

\ \ were here, we wouldn't be able to understand a thing he said, and I wouldn't be
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